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Google book reader

Today is death day for Google Reader, an immensely popular RSS aggregator that many have used as their go-to news service. Google's confusing decision to shut it down has prompted confused fans to petition, perhaps pushing LinkedIn to buy news app Pulse for $90 million. The shutdown was great for rivals such as Feedly, which reported an influx of
500,000 users after announcing that Google Reader was on its way out. But all those sources left behind by Google aren't just waving in the digital wind- much of the tech company's enthusiastic has rushed to create alternate readers:Digg Reader, which opened on June 26. AOL Reader, from one of the oldest names in online news. Facebook's upcoming
reader, which is supposed to be a bit like Flipboard.One thing to remember, though: many of these apps may not be as good at searching as google's app. None of them seem to have figured out how to run the search function correctly. And before you decide on a new reader, take this opportunity to restart your newsread habits so that you actually enjoy
reading the news from now on. Good luck telling us what kind of readers you're going to settle down with. [Picture: By Flickr user Trevor Manteranch] Google cleans the house. On Wednesday, the company announced plans to clean up Google Reader, Google Cloud Connect, CalDAV API, Snapseed desktop versions for Mac and Windows, and several other
products and services as part of an effort to focus on its core products. Google Reader will shutter 1.RSS in recent years in decline, Google said, so the 8-year-old Reader is shutting down. The next time you sign in to Google Reader, you'll be notified of a dying service alert. More immediate news feeds, such as Twitter, Facebook and news apps, have led to
a drop in RSS feeds and readers who combine them. In a strange twist, Twitter users on the social network expressed outrage at Reader's closure. But don't be booed, RSS diehards: Some of the alternative readers who need to check out include Pulse, Flipboard and The Old Reader, which describes itself as just like the old Google Reader, just the better.
Google Reader and other today's discontinued products join a range of 70 services that Google has closed since 2011. We need to focus, wrote Urs Hölzle, Google's senior vice president of technical infrastructure. Otherwise, we're expanding too thin and we have no influence. Many other services were closed because they were duplicates of existing Google
products or could be easily achieved using another Google service. Most use the CalDAV API, which closes September 16 for all developers but those who are bellisted, can handle the Google calendar API. Google is closing Google Building Maker and directing developers to Google Map Maker and 3D technology on Google Earth. Cloud connectivity is
closing 30, but you can install Google Drive instead. Google shuts down the Google Voice App for BlackBerry, but BlackBerry users can still use voice in Google's HTML5 app. The company is focusing on mobile with its snapseed photo editing product, so it decided to stop selling desktop software for Windows and Macs. Snapseed will remain a free iOS and
Android app. Google's search for developers who want to create shopping apps using Google's search data was discontinued on September 16, but the company said it continues to improve Google Shopping. Let us know if you have a popular RSS reader and where you plan to move your subscriptions when Google Reader turns off. Note: When you buy
something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more details, please read our affiliate links policy. If you're like me, you probably have a serious case of overloading information. In today's web of information it is easy to get caught up in a constant stream of news. Actually, I have over 50 RSS feeds in the feed reader. Talk
about mental breakdown. What do you do when you wake up thousands of new items in a feed reader with hundreds of items that you're not interested in at all? A few smart hacks will allow you to look through all your favorite feeds in just 30 minutes or less using the power of Google Reader.Google Reader is extremely powerful and has a very clean
interface. Google Reader allows you to read your favorite blogs in the same way you would read your email. Some of these features are tagging, folder-based navigation, Firefox integration, and the ability to import and export subscription lists as OPML files. You can also asterisk items to easily access, share your favorite items, and save your favorite items at
del.icio.us.All these features have come to Google Reader dream machine for productivity enthusiast. Here are some tips for making the most out of Google Reader.1. Sort resources by priority. Google Reader makes it easy to organize all resources by topic. However, I also suggest that you also prioritise your resources. This lets you know which items are
Must Read and which We can skip items in the days you're busy. 2. Use keyboard shortcuts. You can't become a Google master without learning keyboard shortcuts for Google Reader. These little pranks can save you some time in the long run. Some of the most common shortcuts include:j/k: down/up item o: open/close item s: switches star m: mark as
read/unread t: mark item For the full list of Google Reader shortcuts, grab this Cheat Sheet3. Optimize the resource reading time by merging specific resources into one large main resource. You can do this with FeedShake. Feedshake allows you to merge, sort, and filter multiple RSS feeds. You can also use filters and labels to create a more customized
resource. a more advanced solution you can try Yahoo Pipes. Yahoo Pipes is very very RSS feed remixer, which allows you to create web mashups that combine different data from different sources. Yahoo Pipes takes online aggregation to a whole new level. 4. Add tags to the feed. Google Reader allows you to organize all feed items by tag. This is one of
the best features for those looking to optimize your time. To add a tag to a post, just click add tags and type the appropriate tags.5. Search the sources. The only feature I'd really like to see in Google Reader that's currently missing is the search feature. Fortunately, there are ways to work around it. You can use Google Reader Search to search resources
using the Google Co-op inside Google Reader.6. Star elements for future references. Google Reader allows fast asterisk items for future reference. This can be convenient for items you want to refer to later. 7. Google Reader Smartphone Subscribe to the Google Reader Smart Reader button Subscribe to the site's RSS feed while also maintaining you if you
have already signed in to this site. If you subscribe to a lot of resources, this tool is very convenient. Another great way to add RSS feeds to a fly is with the subscriber bookmark. This tool allows you to quickly subscribe to any site that you find interesting while surfing the web. To access the ordering button, click Settings in the upper-right corner of the Google
Reader interface, and then click Goodies. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and you'll see detailed instructions for using the bookmark subscriber.8. Use extended view. Use an expanded view for optimal productivity. Expanded view makes it very easy to navigate all feed items and scan for interesting posts. However, I do not suggest that you simply
scroll down the page. From one entry to the next, you can simply press the J key. Do weekly or monthly cleaning. With time, there are certain resources that you simply don't read anymore, or you read very rarely. These feeds should be regularly disposed of to keep the feed reader under control. Google Reader has an excellent feature known as Subscription
Trends, which tracks where you work most readings. This will help you quickly identify all the resources that need to be disposed of. If your subscription trends reveal a feed that reads less than 5%, then it's probably time to delete it. Fortunately, you can delete any feed directly from Trendi.10. Dedicate a specific time of day to reading your resources and stick
to the assigned times. If you allow yourself 30 minutes of reading by sources every day, you can read it. Trust me, everything will still be there tomorrow. Kim Roach is a productivity junkie who regularly blogs on The Optimized Life. Read her articles about 50 essential GTD resources, How to have a 46 hour day, Do you need a Braindump, What not You're at
school and you're free from the mailbox. Received.
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